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Introduction:

In interest of the intellectual progression and global exposure of our budding scholars (students),

one-day Subject Tour to the Department of Islamic Studies, Islamic University of Science and

Technology, Awantipora, was organised by the Department of Islamic Studies GDC Pampore.

The team of the students was headed by Dr Iqbal Malik (Head of the Department) and

Dr. Shaista Rasool (Coordinator of the tour )
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Activities:

Following all the prescribed Covid-19 SOP’s the team left college at 10:25 am & reached

to the visit site at 11:30 am where the team warmly was greeted by the hosts in the

lecture hall of the department and an interaction session by the faculty of the Department

of Islamic Studies IUST was initiated. Thereafter, Dr. Ali Mohammad begined the session

with the motivational content of trending facts in the subject, Dr. Showkat Hussain Dar

revealed the factual understanding of the subject and the pathway to its roots. Dr. Afroz

Ahmad Bisati opened the major themes and approaches of the subject. To the students.

The 2nd session was conducted by the scholars and framed the various scientific realities 

of the subject, the students were inspired and committed to the subject. 

Students also explored the Rumi Library and illustrated the different sections, reference, 

text, journal and browsing sections. 

The team reached safely back to the college by 4:40 PM with confirmation from all

students of their safe return back to home.


